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The process of selecting, securing, and installing the gallery exhibits in the Moss Arts Center involves careful research and painstaking planning. Each piece of art is hand-selected and must be thoroughly examined on arrival by experts like Ashley Webb, registrar and museum collections specialist. Turn to page 16 to learn more.
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ON THE COVER: The exterior panels on FutureHAUS Dubai. Photo by Erica Corder ’16, communications manager for the College of Engineering. (at right) K-9 COP: Zuka is a new officer of the Virginia Tech police force. His handler is Officer Jaret Reece.
It’s always a great year to be a Hokie, but 2019 is shaping up to be one of our best yet. Last year we began implementing our Beyond Boundaries vision to advance Virginia Tech’s modern land-grant mission with some big ideas and ambitious goals. Working together, with your support, our planning and strategy are already making a difference and producing some remarkable opportunities.

In November, Virginia Tech was center stage as Amazon announced plans to expand to Arlington, Virginia. Our commitment to build an Innovation Campus in nearby Alexandria and announced plans to expand to Arlington, Virginia. Our commitment to build an Innovation Campus in nearby Alexandria and

Today, we face the same imperative that energized our predecessors to grow and evolve. Virginia Tech is in a strong position, with momentum, energy, and opportunity on our side. We have a strong leadership team in place, having recently selected Cyril Clarke as executive vice president and provost and Lee Learman as dean of the Virginia Tech Carilion School of Medicine.

Your support is also invaluable to our continued success, and there are so many ways you can be involved. You can make an impact by:

- Joining an alumni chapter in your region.
- Attending our Reunion Weekend in June.
- Creating a student internship at your place of business.
- Volunteering to share your expertise in the classroom.
- Donating during Virginia Tech’s Giving Day on March 19.
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We have been in discussions with the Virginia Tech Agriculture Summer Internship Program regarding employing an intern.

We think our business is another great story about how Virginia Tech grads put their degrees to work in interesting ways.

It was interesting to read your story on Hokie alumni in the craft brewing industry (fall 2018, page 34).

My husband, Russell Nance ’94, and I are part owners in Ragged Branch Distillery in Charlottesville, Virginia, and we thought your readers might be interested in hearing about the Virginia Tech connections within our business as well as the agricultural component.

Ragged Branch Distillery produces two types of Virginia Straight Bourbon Whiskey, a rye-based bourbon and a wheat-based bourbon, as well as bourbon mash fed beef. Ragged Branch grows its own corn, wheat, and rye, which are ground and cooked daily. At the end of the distillation process, we feed the spent mash to our cattle (the alcohol has evaporated out). We sell the bourbon and beef in an on-site tasting room, and our bourbon is available in Virginia ABC stores as well as stores in Washington, D.C.; Maryland; Delaware; and Louisiana.

We have been in discussions with the Virginia Tech Agriculture Summer Internship Program regarding employing an intern.

We think our business is another great story about how Virginia Tech grads put their degrees to work in interesting ways.

Yesterday, Christy Nance wrote about how Virginia Tech has helped her career.

Based on my experience, there are so many ways you can be involved. You can make an impact by:

- Joining an alumni chapter in your region.
- Attending our Reunion Weekend in June.
- Creating a student internship at your place of business.
- Volunteering to share your expertise in the classroom.
- Donating during Virginia Tech’s Giving Day on March 19.
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We have been in discussions with the Virginia Tech Agriculture Summer Internship Program regarding employing an intern.

We think our business is another great story about how Virginia Tech grads put their degrees to work in interesting ways.

Christy Nance
New York, New York
NEW BIOMEDICAL GEL COULD EASE PAIN IN CERVICAL CANCER TREATMENT

A UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN A VIRGINIA TECH scientist and a University of Virginia (UVA) oncologist could result in a solution to reduce discomfort during cancer treatment for women.

Tim Long, a professor of chemistry with the Virginia Tech College of Science, and Tim Showalter, a radiation oncologist at UVA’s Cancer Center, are testing a gel that could be used during radiation treatment for cervical cancer.

At his Charlottesville clinic, Showalter performs brachytherapy. It involves inserting radioactive material directly into cancerous tissue. For patients who have cervical cancer, the radiation is inserted directly into the cervix.

But this outpatient procedure, which Showalter performs at least five times for each patient, often is so painful and uncomfortable that some women need anesthesia.

“If we can do something to reduce the amount of discomfort during the procedure, it’s a really big deal,” Showalter said.

His hunt for a solution began four years ago. He initially sought out chemical engineers at UVA, but he kept hearing about Long, who is well-known for his work in polymer chemistry at Virginia Tech.

Long directs the university’s Macromolecules Innovation Institute and oversees a diverse group that has received...
more than $50 million in research funding during the past 18 years. He has more than 50 patents in macromolecular science and engineering, and in 2015, he was one of three people named Virginia Scientist of the Year.

Long was the perfect choice for the job, Showalter said.

He approached Long with his idea, and the two became a team. They discussed the work during video conferences and visited each other’s labs and clinics.

Long had never before designed a product for use in a human body, but, he said, it is one of his ultimate goals. Similarly, Showalter has never created a medical product.

“We complemented each other,” said Long.

Long and Showalter initially received funding for the project through a 4-VA grant. Long and Showalter also have received funding from other sources in the past few years, including the National Institutes of Health.

Initially, Showalter suggested creating a spray foam substance, but it was Long’s idea to go with a hydrogel.

In his Virginia Tech lab, Long, along with a postdoctoral scholar, Nicholas Moon, used click chemistry, which is a fast reaction, to create what he coined a “smart” gel that moves and forms fast parts of the body.

“The reaction happens in the body,” Long said. “Within two minutes, the gel fills the space.”

The gel isolates the tumor and becomes soft by adding water.

The idea is for a physician to insert this gel into a patient before radiation treatment, said Showalter.

Showalter created a Charlottesville-based company, Brachyfoam, to develop the gel product, with both UVA and Virginia Tech working to develop the patent.

So far, Showalter has tested the gel’s performance in human cadavers, and it performed well, he said.

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has awarded Virginia Cooperative Extension nearly $1.1 million to expand prevention training to help tackle the commonwealth’s rural opioid addiction problem.

The two-year Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration-funded Rural Opioids Technical Assistance Through Virginia Cooperative Extension project will build upon two current U.S. Department of Agriculture-funded Cooperative Extension projects to expand training and technical assistance on opioid prevention through the implementation of evidenced-based curricula targeting students in nine additional rural Virginia counties.

Rural communities are disproportionately affected by prescription opioid misuse and abuse. Of 134 counties or independent cities in Virginia, 33 are designated as rural.

Virginia Cooperative Extension awarded nearly $1.1 million to tackle opioid epidemic

When the Virginia Tech Office of Energy Management conducted an energy benchmarking analysis of buildings on the main Blacksburg campus in 2015-16, it discovered just 50 buildings accounted for more than 70 percent of overall university energy costs.

That discovery prompted the Five-Year Energy Action Plan, a comprehensive blueprint to improve energy efficiency and reduce energy costs within five years in the 50 most energy-intensive buildings.

Since 2016, three phases of the plan have been implemented, with 10 new energy-intensive buildings incorporated into each phase.

As a result, the university has already reduced its carbon emissions by about 15,000 tons per year and saved more than $2 million in energy costs; full integration of the plan is expected to yield more than $6 million in overall energy cost savings.

More than $3.5 million in funding approved in October 2018 will help propel the plan into its fourth phase and deepen the university’s energy conservation efforts.

ENERGIZED: Virginia Tech facilities advance energy efficiency

Students create designated-driver rideshare app

After countless stressful shifts serving as designated drivers for Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity events in Blacksburg, Matt Sanford and Greg Smith have devised a safer way to give rides to students who have been drinking.

Sanford, a senior majoring in computer science, and Smith, an accounting and finance double major who graduated from Virginia Tech in 2015, created Drop A Pin (DAP), a rideshare mobile platform that connects students with designated drivers.

“The main goal is to get drivers to focus on driving, not talking on the phone,” said Sanford.

This is how it works: An organization can purchase a monthly or yearly subscription to use the app for certain events. Once subscribed, users receive a code that connects them with a network of designated drivers available on a specific date and time. The app provides data to the user about the size of the vehicle, the driver, and the pick-up location. Drivers can focus on driving without having to use their phones to talk or text with people needing rides.

Rides are free for Virginia Tech students who belong to organizations that use DAP. Each organization supplies the drivers and runs its own designated driving program through the app. Other schools also can sign up to use the app.

Sanford and Smith plan on making DAP a for-profit business in the future.

Saharsh Shrivastava and Abhinav Oddulu, both senior computer science majors at Virginia Tech, helped with the Android version. Tevin Scott, who received his bachelor’s in computer science from Radford University, and Sanford created the iPhone version.

“DAP not only helps students get home safely, it strives to decrease drinking and driving on college campuses. This is a goal for Hokie Wellness, too,” said Kelsey O’Hara, health educator for Hokie Wellness.

“With designated driving in particular, a lot of times our education is centered around bystander intervention,” O’Hara said. “We promote people to never drive after drinking; a lot of times we will say ‘impairment starts with the first sip.’ That’s our philosophy, because once you start drinking, you are impaired. So, never drive while drinking, don’t ride with someone who has been drinking, and step up if you see a situation occurring.”
ON TWO WHEELS
STEVE HANKEY HAS DEVELOPED a unique way to track air pollution.

However, the experiments of this assistant professor of urban affairs and planning at Virginia Tech do not take place in a lab. They happen in the streets of Blacksburg. On a bicycle.

The bicycle, a Specialized Turbo X, monitors air pollution to track hot spots over time.

“The idea is to combine all of this information to look for where you can design healthy neighborhoods that promote physical activity and protect against air pollution exposure,” said Hankey, who, along with several undergraduate and graduate students, has finished his research and submitted it for publication.

He hopes to receive funding to expand the research to Washington, D.C., this summer.

Hankey’s research from previous air monitoring work has appeared in multiple publications, including Environmental Science & Technology, Atmospheric Environment, and Environmental Health Perspectives.

NEW DEAN NAMED
LEE A. LEARMAN, A PHYSICIAN, researcher, and educator, has been named the next dean of the Virginia Tech Carilion School of Medicine following a nationwide search. Learman will begin in the role July 1.

“I’m honored by the opportunity to serve as dean of the Virginia Tech Carilion School of Medicine. In its first decade of existence, it has built a solid foundation drawing on the strengths of both an outstanding public research university and an outstanding private health system,” said Learman.

Learman has 25 years of progressive leadership experience in medical education and health care. He currently serves as the senior associate dean for academic affairs and the senior associate dean for graduate medical education at the Florida Atlantic University’s Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine.

From 2008 to 2015, Learman served at Indiana University. Prior to 2008, he spent 14 years on the faculty at the University of California San Francisco. Learman received his bachelor’s degree from the University of California Los Angeles, his M.D. from Harvard Medical School, and a Ph.D. in social psychology from Harvard University.

EQUINE MEDICAL CENTER DEDICATES RENOVATED YOUNGKIN EQUINE SOUNDNESS CLINIC
EQUINE ATHLETES OF ALL KINDS IN THE Mid-Atlantic region will now have access to an enhanced sports medicine facility.

The Youngkin Equine Soundness Clinic in the Fout Barn at Virginia Tech’s Marion duPont Scott Equine Medical Center at Morven Park was dedicated at a ribbon-cutting ceremony held Nov. 18, 2018, at the center in Leesburg, Virginia.

The renovation of the former open-air barn into a state-of-the-art sports medicine facility, made possible by a generous gift from Suzanne and Glenn Youngkin of Great Falls, Virginia, expands the center’s capacity to provide cutting-edge diagnostics and treatment for lameness and other conditions.

The clinic is comprised of four holding stalls; two comfortable client waiting and observation areas; and a large open examination, diagnostic, and treatment area. There, specialists will employ an integrated approach to patient soundness, blending traditional medicine with complementary modalities, such as acupuncture and chiropractic care.

Services at the clinic will include complex lameness diagnosis, advanced imaging, nonsurgical and surgical treatments, rehabilitation, and development of best practices for athletic wellness in collaboration with owners, referring veterinarians, trainers, farriers, and other health professionals.

BARN TALK: Pictured with the Hokie-Bird at the Youngkin Equine Soundness Clinic ribbon-cutting ceremony are Glenn and Suzanne Youngkin, distinguished friends of Virginia Tech; Michael Erskine, EMC director; Gregory Daniel, interim dean of the veterinary college; and Mike Meyer, Virginia Tech’s associate vice president of development for colleges.

EXTRA, EXTRA! READ ALL ABOUT IT.
For additional details, images, and videos related to the stories featured in Drillfield, go to vtmag.vt.edu.
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ZUKA JOINS K-9 PROGRAM

THE VIRGINIA TECH POLICE

Department is pleased to announce the newest member of the force: Zuka, a 16-month-old German shepherd. Zuka will provide apprehension and narcotic detection services.

Zuka’s handler is Officer Jaret Reece, who has served in the K-9 program since 2009.

In 2002, the Virginia Tech Police Department was the first university police department in the state to establish a K-9 program.

The department currently has three K-9 teams actively engaged in the university’s policing efforts. K-9 teams patrol campus and are responsible for sweeping Lane Stadium and other university facilities in advance of major events. Each of the dogs has specialized training that can include tracking suspects and missing people or searching for drugs or explosives. The K-9 teams also offer community demonstrations throughout the year.

“Our K-9 teams are an unmatched asset to our K-9 teams as we ensure they don’t fade into obscurity. The archive boasts a distinguished international board of advisors; spans 47 countries, 17 languages, and two centuries; and draws students, architects, and scholars worldwide to gain a broader understanding of the built environment.

It also has created a network of architects united in sharing a lost legacy.

“The first generations of licensed female architects are passing away and their stories with them,” Dunay noted. “The best way to honor these women is to ensure they don’t fade into obscurity. We need to preserve their work so future generations appreciate the path they cleared and how they continue to influence our profession today.”

By Donna Dunay, G.T. Ward Professor of Architecture in Virginia Tech’s School of Architecture + Design; Associate Professor of Architecture Paola Zellner Bassett; and Samantha Winn, collections archivist at Virginia Tech Special Collections, along with many others.

The campaign, dubbed “A Seminal Race: Women in Architecture,” has specialized training that can include tracking suspects and missing people or searching for drugs or explosives. The K-9 teams also offer community demonstrations throughout the year.

“We are excited to add Zuka to our K-9 program,” Reece said. “As we continue to grow and adapt to the needs of our community, it is essential that we provide the best possible service to our students, faculty, and staff.”

As chief academic officer and lead for the institution’s academic enterprise, Clarke will continue to work closely with Sands, college deans, and campus administrators to advance cross-disciplinary initiatives, continue to build the research enterprise, and position Virginia Tech as a 21st-century global land-grant university.

“I am honored to be able to continue this collaborative work with faculty and academic leaders in every college and every department and to help Virginia Tech serve the commonwealth as we achieve global distinction,” Clarke said.

The strength of the candidates who visited campus during the search “signaled the academic credibility and reputation of Virginia Tech,” said Rosemary Blieszner, dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences and Alumni Distinguished Professor, who chaired the search committee. “I am thrilled to have my fellow dean and colleague serve as Virginia Tech’s next provost, knowing that Cyril is clearly the best in the country to lead us at this time.”

Clarke joined Virginia Tech as dean of the Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine in 2013. In that role, he launched Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medical Colleges and is a past president of the American College of Veterinary Clinical Pharmacology. He is also a past member of the National Agricultural Research, Extension, Education, and Economics Advisory Board and the American Veterinary Medical Association Council on Education, the accrediting agency for veterinary medical education in North America.

A native of Johannesburg, South Africa, Clarke earned his professional veterinary degree from the University of Pretoria, South Africa, in 1981; a Ph.D. in veterinary pharmacology from Louisiana State University in 1987; and an M.S. in higher education from Oklahoma State University in 2000. He is certified as a Diplomate of the American College of Veterinary Clinical Pharmacology.
Mae Hey, InclusiveVT faculty fellow, collects strawberry corn as part of a repatriation group assisted with the harvest of Tutelo for Inclusion and Diversity. The small Indigenous community liaison for Office Social Change Residential College, and an faculty fellow with the Leadership and fellow in American Indian Studies, a faculty fellow, who is also a postdoctoral Kirwan and Mae Hey ’17, an InclusiveVT Virginia Tech, alumni, and parents joined of the student organization, Native at Virginia Tech. At a special gathering last fall, members such as lamb’s quarters and ground cherry. Although viewers from Southgate Drive might mistake the growth for an unmown patch of weeds, this garden is a haven for Indigenous plants, seed repatriation, and the building of community. Established by Sam Cook, director of American Indian Studies, and John Galbraith, associate professor in the Department of Crop and Soil Environmental Sciences, the Indigenous garden was cultivated as part of a 2014 class. With steady guidance from elders Vicky Ferguson, a Monacan Indian and interpreter at Natural Bridge State Park, and Jeffrey Kirwan, professor emeritus and forestry Extension specialist in the College of Natural Resources and Environment, the garden has become not just a place to grow Native species but to cultivate relationships. Sunflowers, Seminole pumpkins, patty pan squash, cushaw, cornfield beans, Cherokee purple tomatoes, and multiple varieties of potatoes propagate the green space alongside wilder “volunteer” species such as lamb’s quarters and ground cherry. At a special gathering last fall, members of the student organization, Native at Virginia Tech, alumni, and parents joined Kirwan and Mae Hey ’17, an InclusiveVT faculty fellow, who is also a postdoctoral fellow in American Indian Studies, a faculty fellow with the Leadership and Social Change Residential College, and an Indigenous community liaison for Office for Inclusion and Diversity. The small group assisted with the harvest of Tutelo strawberry corn as part of a repatriation project, “meaning it’s a citizen returning to its homeland,” Hey said. None of the seeds for the garden are purchased, but come from seed exchanges. “We are keeping the traditions of the ancestors through sharing our seed relatives among our communities. This practice reminds us that the seeds are autonomous beings and gifts that coevolve with us, nurturing our wellness, rather than commodities that can be bought and exploited,” said Hey. A portion of the harvest is shared with local food banks through the New River Valley Glean Team. In tandem with the creation of the American Indian and Indigenous Community Center in Squires Student Center, the garden has become a venue for an active, growing population of Native students. Together, the students are powering efforts to build a bigger Indigenous community at Virginia Tech by participating in outreach efforts to state tribes as well as organizing spring powwows in 2017 and 2018. Lee Lovelace ’09, tribal outreach liaison with undergraduate admissions, Hey, and students in Native at Virginia Tech travel around the state to visit Virginia tribes at festivals, powwows, and other events. The students build connections with Virginia tribes while also acting as ambassadors for Virginia Tech. By engaging with Native middle and high-schoolers during these visits, the students are not only ambassadors for the university, but also examples of the talented students that Tech attracts, modeling the college experience for young people who may be the first from their families to attend college. The effort reflects Virginia Tech’s motto of Ut Prosim (That I May Serve), and the land-grant mission to serve the public. Until recently, members of Virginia tribes had not been officially recognized by the federal government. Six Virginia tribes—the Chickahominy, Eastern Chickahominy, Upper Mattaponi, Rappahannock and Nansemond Tribes, and Monacan Indian Nation—were federally recognized in January 2018. The Pamunkey tribe was recognized in 2016. Virginia Tech’s rejuvenated outreach efforts honor those tribes and their long histories and address President Tim Sands’ goal that 40 percent of Tech’s student body be made up of underrepresented, first-generation, or lower-income students by 2022. “Let’s not forget the fact that we have 11 tribal communities in this state, as well as the fact that Tech sits on Monacan Nation land,” said Melissa Faircloth, director of the American Indian and Indigenous Community Center, whose work as a Diversity Scholar led to the powwows at Virginia Tech. “Those students should feel like this is their university, that there is opportunity here for them.” As with the Indigenous garden amid the turf, these students are increasingly finding room to grow. InclusiveVT faculty fellow, students, seeds from various plants grown in the Indigenous garden, including (above) those from the heads of sunflowers. Jeffrey Kirwan demonstrates winnowing, an agricultural method developed by ancient cultures to separate grain from chaff.
FOR EACH OF THE MOSS ART CENTER’S ROUGHLY EIGHT SHOWS PER YEAR, MARGO CRUTCHFIELD AND EXHIBITION PROGRAM MANAGER MEGGIN HICKLIN OVERSEE THE INSTALLATION PROCESS THAT TRANSFORMS EMPTY GALLERIES AND HALLWAYS INTO SHOWCASES COMMUNICATING NOT ONLY THE ART, BUT THE VISIONS AND WORK PROCESSES OF THE ARTISTS.

“What I like about it is it’s everything from A to Z. You’re doing everything from painting walls to unpacking works of art to examining them and figuring out where the walls go,” Crutchfield said. “Being able to invent an exhibition and then make it happen is pretty thrilling.”

THE PROCESS OF SECURING THE LOANED PIECES AND DESIGNING THE EXHIBITION CONTINUES AS OPENING DAY DRAWS NEARER, AS DOES THE RESEARCH TO BEGIN TO GENERATE THE PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, WHICH INCLUDES MAILERS, PROGRAMS, AND EXHIBITION BROCHURES.

“It’s important to understand each work of art and understand what the artist is doing in order to fit it into a theme,” Crutchfield said. “Writing the curatorial essays for the exhibition brochures, I think, is the hardest part because it is an intellectual exercise that draws on your knowledge of art. It takes the most brain power.”

THE REAL FUN BEGINS AS THE WORKS FOR THE EXHIBITION BEGIN TO COME IN, OFTEN IN LARGE SHIPPING CRATES CONSTRUCTED BY PROFESSIONAL ART SHIPPING COMPANIES.

“Unwrapping the crates is like unwrapping a present,” Crutchfield said. “It’s always fascinating! We work with a wonderful team of preparators, including Joe Kelly, Chris Cobb, Dominique Francesca, and members of the Moss Arts Center production team, to present the art in the most visually appealing way.”

To watch a video about art installations at Moss Arts Center, go to vtmag.vt.edu.

Margo Crutchfield, curator-at-large

INSPIRED

THE BIG PICTURE: (top right) Justin Hurt ’07 and Bo Menees, owners of Signspot, install Diane Cook and Len Jenshel’s Emancipation Oak, 2014, an expansive digital image on phototext. (at right) Joe Kelley, head preparator and art handler, unpacks art for an upcoming show. (opposite) Preparator Dominique Francesca takes down Leah Sobey’s site-specific installation of cyanotype butterflies in the fall 2018 exhibition “Swarm.”

THE ART

BEHIND THE EXHIBIT

YEARS OUT

Each exhibition starts with the curator developing a concept that precedes the gallery debut by at least two years. Crutchfield researches works and artists, conceptualizing ways they might fit into larger displays. Shows often draw on some unifying quality, such as style of art, topic, or issue. The center’s most recent exhibition, “ArboREAL,” is centered on the significance of trees and their symbolism.

“Generally, each exhibition takes more than a year to put together,” Crutchfield said. “That’s doing all the research. That’s reading all the books, and seeing as much art as possible in artists’ studios, galleries, and museums.”

MONTHS OUT

The process of securing the loaned pieces and designing the exhibition continues as opening day draws nearer. As does the research to begin to generate the promotional material, which includes mailers, programs, and exhibition brochures.

“You have wonderful art on view, and your community is there to celebrate with the artists.”

Margo Crutchfield, curator-at-large

IT’S A VERY SOCIAL THING. OPENINGS ARE ALWAYS INVIGORATING. YOU HAVE WONDERFUL ART ON VIEW, AND YOUR COMMUNITY IS THERE TO CELEBRATE WITH THE ARTISTS.”

THE TAKE DOWN

YEARS OUT

Once Crutchfield begins to identify the desired pieces for an exhibition, the “hunt” begins.

“Every object in an exhibition comes from a museum, a collector, the artist’s studio, or from some other organization, such as corporate art collections. So, you have to go out and find the object and then orchestrate borrowing them, and that can be a complicated dance. But basically, you have to talk people out of their art and convince them to live without it for the duration of the exhibition,” Crutchfield said.

MONTHS OUT

The process of securing the loaned pieces and designing the exhibition continues as opening day draws nearer. As does the research to begin to generate the promotional material, which includes mailers, programs, and exhibition brochures.

“It’s important to understand each work of art and understand what the artist is doing in order to fit it into a theme,” Crutchfield said. “Writing the curatorial essays for the exhibition brochures, I think, is the hardest part because it is an intellectual exercise that draws on your knowledge of art. It takes the most brain power.”

WEEKS OUT

The real fun begins as the works for the exhibition begin to come in, often in large shipping crates constructed by professional art shipping companies.

“In wrapping the crates is like unwrapping a present,” Crutchfield said. “It’s always fascinating! We work with a wonderful team of preparators, including Joe Kelly, Chris Cobb, Dominique Francesca, and members of the Moss Arts Center production team, to present the art in the most visually appealing way.”

NOW IN REVERSE
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A FAMILY AFFAIR

FIVE YEARS AGO, NOBODY IN THE
Kros family had a tie to Hokie tennis, Virginia Tech, or Blacksburg.

Today, brothers Jason ’19 and Ryan Kros ’21 play for the Hokies, who have gone to the NCAA’s two of Jason’s three years.

And while Hokie head tennis coach Jim Thompson tutors the sibling duo, father Todd Kros coaches Thompson’s son, Frank, who won the state 4A singles and doubles titles in 2018 as a Blacksburg High School freshman. Not one to be left out, mother Rachel Kros applies her knowledge of the United States Tennis Association (USTA) to administrative and organizational work for area junior tennis players.

It’s an unusual situation, but Thompson couldn’t be more pleased. “They’re [the parents] been super supportive of whatever we do and been helpful whenever they can,” he said.

Jason, now ranked 30th in the nation among college players, is working for a shot at pro tennis. Ryan, a member of the Corps of Cadets, plans a military career, just like his father.

Jason and Ryan got into tennis when they were 7 and 5 after finding their dad’s 14-year-old racquets and balls during a move from Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas, to California. Todd Kros played tennis at the university until he and his mom happened through during a college visitation trip, and he started thinking about playing tennis in a competitive league like the ACC. Thumbs-up research by Rachel and encouragement from a friend already on the team sealed it.

“When I met with Coach Thompson, everything just seemed like it was going to be a comfortable experience for me,” Jason said. “Plus, at that point we had one of the best teams in the country, and it was an opportunity for me to play with them.”

Two years later, Ryan narrowed his search to West Point and Virginia Tech. “I picked Virginia Tech because you only get to play college tennis once, and I wanted to play in the ACC,” he said. (And it’s one of the top ROTC programs in the country, so I knew I’d be getting a good stepping stone into the Army.)

Once Ryan made his decision, the parents packed up and headed for Blacksburg. “We left about a month before he graduated [high school], and he had to stay with friends,” Todd said. ‘Everybody there thought I was nuts.’

It doesn’t seem so nutty now. Jason’s game has improved tremendously. “A lot of guys want to play pro, but he’s put himself in a position where he has a shot to do that,” Thompson said.

Ryan has learned to juggle his corps duties, academics, and Division I tennis. “Once I learned to manage my time—I wouldn’t say it’s a breeze—but it’s nothing unmanageable,” he said. And Todd and Rachel have found a home. “I’ve been thrilled... It’s the experience of a lifetime,” Todd said. [RL]

A FAMILY TIE:
Brothers Jason (left) and Ryan Kros (right) play tennis for the Hokies, while their father, Todd Kros (middle), is a local tennis coach.

your devices may seem like
a fun extension of your social life, but unchecked, continuous connectivity can become an intrusion, upsetting the work-life balance and negatively influencing your personal health and relationships.

William Becker, associate professor of management for the Pamplin College of Business in Northern Virginia, recently completed his third study on the negative health impacts of “after-hours” email.

HOW COMMON IS THE PROBLEM OF “AFTER-HOURS” EMAILS?

“I think it’s becoming a bigger and bigger issue. This is now our third study, with a survey of over 4,000 people, and negative effects have been identified across all studies. It really affects all kinds of industries. It affects genders equally, older, younger workers—it’s a common problem the world is struggling with.”

DO YOU THINK IT’S POSSIBLE TO REVERSE THE TREND?

“You can’t put the genie back in the bottle, but what our research suggests is that you can find ways to minimize the negative impacts, especially for work-related emails. In our personal lives, email becomes an extension of the connection to Snapchat, Instagram, Facebook, but email is fundamentally different. Whenever you look at your work email, your brain actually shifts over to work mode. If you continue to check your email, you get stuck in work mode, and your work self isn’t necessarily the best you. Your work self is usually much more competitive and serious, and it keeps you from enjoying your off-work time.”

WHAT CAN AN AFFECTED EMPLOYEE DO TO MANAGE THIS ISSUE?

“Initiate discussions with your supervisor not only about the requirements of your position, but also ask for feedback on how to recuperate and disengage from work. Most supervisors want you to be responsive, but they don’t want you to be constantly checking in either. We may overestimate their expectations.” [RL]

William Becker

Brendan Coffey, a junior majoring in multimedia journalism, is an intern with Virginia Tech Magazine.
Every once in a while, a person comes into our lives that will impact us forever. These people are rare, very rare. As a cadet, Sarah was my one in a thousand.

“Where do they come from? What inspires these young passionate patriots to stand their watch in uniform for this great nation? Sarah could have done anything in life, and she would have been exceptional at it. She chose service as a naval officer.

“Service to others was natural to Sarah. She cared about everyone and everything. Here in the Corps of Cadets, she sought out the toughest of jobs. Duties that would put her directly in position to lead and make an impact.

“I liked to say that her battery seemed to have two positive terminals. She was always in a great mood and always had a smile. She loved to compete, and she loved to win. As the captain of the corps basketball team, Sarah led them to a national championship. The other players on both the men’s and women’s teams knew her as ‘the floor general,’ as she would always find a way to rally the team to yet another victory.

“Sarah’s leadership style was quite unique. She mastered the art of speaking to people and not at them. She could often be found sitting in a quiet corner of the dorm away from the spotlight of the corps, softly coaching and mentoring a struggling cadet.

“It is very hard to say goodbye to a national treasure. All of you in attendance today, please know that the corps stands before you in this weather, not because they have to, but because they want to.”

Shay Barnhart is the communications director for the Corps of Cadets.
IN PERU, THE LANDSCAPE IS OLDER THAN THE SOUND OF BELLS AND SNOW on mountains, but modern-day Peruvian life commands attention.

During 10 days in July 2018, in this vast, knitted-together country of coasts, mountains, and jungles, 14 undergraduates from Virginia Tech and the University of Piura learned to apply the techniques of behavioral economics to resolve problems that ranged from deforestation and accumulating heaps of waste to child mortality and flagging schools.

The students listened to lectures, visited a flood-ravaged town, learned about deforestation, conducted a survey in a small village (after walking an hour to get there), and spent a magical hour atop the Andes.

The culmination of the experience involved working in teams to craft a pilot intervention that would cost a theoretical $100,000 to implement, followed by competitively pitching those change-the-world ideas to professors Marcos Agurto of the University of Piura and Sheryl Ball of the Department of Economics in Virginia Tech’s College of Science.

The students were asked to consider: Is aid to developing countries good or bad? Does it create dependency? Do policymakers offer expert help and then simply hope the situation gets better? Or do they stand by, do nothing, and watch problems play out? Economists must find ways, as Agurto put it, “to know what works, and why.”

Agurto, who has taught as an adjunct at Virginia Tech, stressed the concept of listening before designing answers to problems. He also explained the need for control groups and randomization—essential to knowing whether an “intervention” has worked.

The students had two days to plan and prepare their talks. One team, tackling low-performing schools, devised ways for teachers to network. Another team looked for ways that seasonal workers might find productive year-round employment.

“We are not looking for a perfect presentation, but we want to see whether the intuition is there,” Agurto said. “The small taste that we are giving them about economic policy—that’s basically a chain of starting (to think) about a problem.”

Jose Luis Herrera Hinojosa, a student from the University of Piura, previously doubted whether becoming an economist would enable him to contribute to society. He now understands that even a simple intervention—say, a plan to encourage vaccination in children by giving their parents a reward—can improve lives.

“We can do things—we can propose the right things, things that we are sure are going to be good,” he said. Agurto’s enthusiasm buoying him, he added: “In the future I can better participate in my local and central governments. I can propose better policies. What I’m learning has helped me realize how the world can work better.”

Andrea Brunais is the director of communications for Outreach and International Affairs.
Virginia Tech has set the bar as a leading land-grant university since its founding. When the school launched in 1872, meeting the mission meant offering a curriculum that provided future farmers, trade workers, and soldiers with practical knowledge and personal education around topics like hygiene, health, and manners. Today, that drive to serve means partnering with business and industry to accelerate workforce development and technology.

When Amazon announced it was seeking a second headquarters, hundreds of localities rolled out the red carpet in an attempt to lure the company. Virginia, however, had the foresight and courage to take a different approach, including leveraging the mission of its largest land-grant university as part of a comprehensive $1.1 billion higher education package.

“The state asked, ‘How can we create an enabling environment that is an attractive place for companies like Amazon to operate?’” said Brandy Salmon, Virginia Tech’s associate vice president for innovation and partnerships. “It was an opportunity to drive diversification and innovation in the commonwealth with a direct investment back into the state.”

A key part of the answer, and the deal that ultimately landed Amazon in Arlington, was Virginia Tech’s bold vision to develop the Innovation Campus to serve as a leading magnet for high-tech talent. The proposed 1 million-square-foot graduate campus in Alexandria will transform and sustain Northern Virginia as a leading magnet for tech talent and innovation—with room to grow, adapt, and evolve as the market changes.

“The rigorous programs we launch and the powerful research we generate will help drive the innovation economy,” said Salmon, the campus’ founding managing director. “Together with partners in industry, government, and education, we will cement Virginia as a world leader for the information age.”

During the 14-month proposal process, which was quietly navigated by the Virginia Economic Development Partnership, both the company and state realized the benefits of tapping into the university’s core purpose of serving the citizens of the commonwealth.
The Innovation Campus helps Virginia Tech live out its mission to support economic growth,” said Theresa Mayer, Vice President for research and innovation. “As a research land-grant university, it is critical to translate research and discoveries into the marketplace where they can have tangible impact.”

For Amazon, which already employs hundreds of Hokies, that meant the assurance of pipelines producing tomorrow’s best workers and technology today. It meant benefitting from Virginia Tech’s track record of molding students with disciplinary depth complemented by interdisciplinary know-how. It meant tapping into the university’s cutting-edge research ready to be developed for commercialization.

For Virginia, the Innovation Campus meant the development of a community of quality talent, innovation, and infrastructure, which would not only serve Amazon’s needs but would make the state a drastically more attractive landing spot for other existing companies and future startups.

“Virginia’s biggest employment growth opportunity in the years ahead will be in tech—from artificial intelligence to cloud computing to cybersecurity, and everything in between,” said Stephen Moret, president and CEO of the Virginia Economic Development Partnership. “Our success in growing the tech sector will be inextricably linked to our success in developing, attracting, and retaining world-class tech talent. [The] announcement by Amazon and Virginia Tech highlight just how important higher education is to that equation.”

As a result, not only will the company’s expected need for 25,000 employees provide opportunities in Virginia, but the project as a whole will attract other businesses and firms needing to fill their rosters.

In Virginia Tech, the state and company found a qualified partner who was willing to step forward and had a blueprint in place already to expand the university’s work in the greater Washington, D.C., area.

“Our challenge provided the catalyst to accelerate a plan that we already had in place,” said Virginia Tech President Tim Sands, “by bringing together Virginia leaders who are committed to the vision to transform and sustain the commonwealth as a leading magnet for tech talent and innovation—with room to grow, adapt, and evolve.”

TIM SANDS, VIRGINIA TECH PRESIDENT
HE EARLY UNIVERSITY IN BLACKSBURG HARNESSED THE POWER OF RESEARCH, MAKING OUTCOMES ACCESSIBLE TO THE LARGELY AGRARIAN POPULATION THAT WAS TEETERING ON THE CUSP OF AN INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION THAT WOULD CHANGE THEIR WAY OF LIFE. TODAY, VIRGINIA’S GLOBAL LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITY LOOKS A LITTLE DIFFERENT THAN IT DID AT ITS FOUNDING, SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND LEARNING ON CAMPUSES FROM BLACKSBURG TO WASHINGTON, D.C.

IN ROANOKE, SCIENTISTS ARE ENGAGED IN MEDICAL STUDIES DESIGNED TO ADDRESS HEALTH CHALLENGES AND CHANGE LIVES.

Hokies thrive in new frontiers, whether at the forefront of scientific research, on the cusp of technology development, or at the cutting edge of reinventing spaces. The newly renamed Fralin Biomedical Research Institute at VTC intersects all three.

That trifecta inspired the Horace G. Fralin Charitable Trust and Heywood and Cynthia Fralin to announce, in December 2018, a $50 million gift—the largest gift in Virginia Tech history—to the successful enterprise, catapulting it to the next level.

The institute, first known as the Virginia Tech Carilion Research Institute, was created around a bold yet straightforward vision: Gather top-tier biomedical research talent, arm them with the resources of a major research university and an enterprising health care system, give them the freedom to innovate, and stand back.

The institute thrived.

Eight years later, the research institute has become a setting for intense, interdisciplinary collaboration among creative, entrepreneurial scientists, and has provided access to state-of-the-art molecular biology, imaging, behavioral, and computational facilities. The resulting partnerships have generated discoveries and intellectual properties that are fueling diverse biomedical-sector startups.

Located near the Roanoke River in a place once considered a blighted landscape of industrial decay, the Virginia Tech Carilion Academic Health Center is revitalizing the South Jefferson Corridor and helping transform the Roanoke Valley economy. Seemingly overnight, Roanoke has transcended its railroad roots to become known as a science-centric outdoor mountain city that’s become a destination for young professionals.
The Fralin Biomedical Research Institute and the Virginia Tech Carilion School of Medicine anchor the Virginia Tech Carilion Health Sciences and Technology Campus and provide the foundation for the rapidly growing Roanoke Innovation Corridor.

Now, the $50 million gift from the Horace G. Fralin Charitable Trust and Heywood and Cynthia Fralin is enabling the research institute to take a giant leap forward.

“Supporting an academic health center will help to raise the income levels of all of the citizens of the Roanoke Valley, and it will help change the future of Roanoke,” said Heywood Fralin.

“In fact, an argument can be made that the development of an academic health center here will have far more impact than the location of the Norfolk and Western offices here many years ago,” Fralin said. The location of the railroad offices in the early 1880s launched Roanoke as a city. That Fralin would suggest the Academic Health Center might create more long-term impact than Roanoke’s founding industry speaks to his belief in the unlimited potential of higher education when put to work for good in the right place at the right time.

Michael J. Friedlander, Virginia Tech’s vice president for health sciences and technology and the executive director of the Fralin Biomedical Research Institute, called it “an amazing story of rejuvenation and discovery happening in Roanoke right now.”

“When I was a doctoral student at Stony Brook University, it was important to be associated with a named institute or named college department,” said Gregorio Valdez, an associate professor at the Fralin Biomedical Research Institute and the Department of Biological Sciences in the Virginia Tech College of Science. “It is very motivational to know people recognize the importance of your work and are eager to commit resources to help. It is exciting to see that happening here in our institute.”

The $50 million gift will fuel a recruiting blitz for top interdisciplinary scientists and technology leaders.

“Virginia Tech exists to improve lives and communities by using knowledge to solve problems, and some of humanity’s greatest challenges exist in the realm of biomedical science,” said Tim Sands, Virginia Tech president. “Discoveries in this field save lives and improve the quality of life. They will change the world in which our children and grandchildren will live. There is no better or more powerful way to serve humanity.”

The renaming recognizes the Fralin family’s commitment to support the institute’s fundamental work: to make scientific discoveries, generate innovations, improve health through biomedical research, and build the state’s biotech economy.

“The Fralin commitment is a testament to the world-class quality of the institute’s faculty members, who are widely regarded as scientific leaders,” said Michael J. Friedlander, Virginia Tech’s vice president for health sciences and technology and the executive director of the Fralin Biomedical Research Institute. “It is exciting to see that happening here in our institute.”

The Fralin Biomedical Research Institute solidifies Virginia Tech’s role as a transformative force. Elevating its profile in biomedical discovery further directs the university’s research prowess and its commitment to ethical research.

Elevating its profile in biomedical discovery further directs the university’s research prowess and its commitment to ethical research.

• Technological innovations in interactive technology.
• A new form of intensive child neurorehabilitation.
• Diagnosis and treatment of addiction and substance abuse in adolescents and adults, ranging from opioids to tobacco and alcohol.
• A new form of intensive child neurorehabilitation.
• A new form of intensive child neurorehabilitation.
• Technology innovations in interactive multi-subject and real-time human functional brain imaging with the parallel development of the new field of computational psychiatry.
• A revolutionary paradigm for understanding how electrical signalling occurs in the human heart and identification of new targets for treating disturbances of heart rhythm in order to reduce the likelihood of sudden cardiac death.
• Several new strategies for treating the deadliest form of brain cancer in humans and in companion animals.
• The first elucidation of structural deformity in the molecule that causes a pernicious form of breast cancer.
• A pivotal new insight into the origins of immunity.
• A new treatment for heart rhythm disturbances.
• Several new strategies for treating the deadliest form of brain cancer in humans and in companion animals.
• Several recent discoveries have led to patents that are centerpieces of spin-off companies, including a brain cancer stem cell therapeutic and a diagnostic screen for alcohol abuse risk.

As the institute grew, those strategic areas evolved. Today, the research efforts target cardiovascular science, neuroscience, cancer, immunology and infection, and regeneration and rehabilitation.

“These are the types of health challenges that we all face every day, right here in Roanoke, throughout our state, nation, and the world,” Friedlander said. “And we are making real progress to lessen the incidence of the occurrence of those disorders, to effectively treat them when they do occur, and to achieve healthier lives for children, adults, and the elderly.”

Several recent discoveries have led to patents that are centerpieces of spin-off companies, including a brain cancer stem cell therapeutic and a diagnostic screen for alcohol abuse risk. Both have won highly competitive federal technology transfer business awards.

Although the precise outcomes remain to be discovered, certain facts are indisputable: The Fralin Biomedical Research Institute will continue to increase development of intellectual property, to commercialize discoveries through startup businesses, and to grow an already strong portfolio of partnerships with industry. The outcomes will propel innovation from the laboratory to the clinic to the community. And the results will change lives.

MEDICALLY SPEAKING: Research studies at the Fralin Biomedical Research Institute at VTC advance medical discoveries to improve health and change lives.
How did Virginia Tech’s FutureHAUS rise from the ashes to climb to the pinnacle of design for the world’s solar homes?

The task wasn’t easy, but the team succeeded by building on the very foundation of the university’s vision for the future, Beyond Boundaries. The project unites students and faculty from various colleges and disciplines in building a net-zero energy home incorporating new methods of prefabrication, technology, and sustainability.

“We have the most interdisciplinary team that we’ve ever had around any research project, and that’s what it takes. That’s the secret,” said Joe Wheeler, architecture professor and lead faculty of FutureHAUS Dubai.

In November 2018, the FutureHAUS Dubai team earned first place in the 2018 Solar Decathlon Middle East, a competition to accelerate research on building sustainable, grid-connected solar homes launched by the U.S. Department of Energy and the United Arab Emirates’ Dubai Electricity & Water Authority. The lone American entry, the Hokie-built, 900-square-foot home outranked 14 teams selected from a pool of 60 entrants.

The win is the culmination of nearly two decades of research, two years of accelerated development after the previous iteration was destroyed in a 2017 fire, and more than a month spent in a desert near Dubai erecting the structure.

In addition to achieving first place overall, the FutureHAUS Dubai team earned first
Moving FutureHAUS Dubai from concept to reality was a university-wide effort. Virginia Tech’s College of Architecture and Urban Studies, College of Engineering, Myers-Lawson School of Construction, Pamplin College of Business, College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences, and the College of Science, as well as various centers and labs across campus, contributed to the success of the project.

“I have never experienced this much interdisciplinary knowledge going back and forth every single day to get something done,” said Michelle Le ’18, who was a student architectural design leader for the team.

The FutureHAUS Dubai team was tasked with creating a home that serves the needs of an aging population, addresses growing environmental concerns, and integrates secure smart systems for an increasingly connected but security-concerned population.

The house was equipped with 67 devices, including touch screen control panels, automatic sliding doors, a smart mirror to help users find their clothes, and a moveable wall to adjust floor plans using what the team calls “flex space.”

The cutting-edge innovations extended to the home’s garden, but rather than implementing even more technology, the team leaned on its landscape architecture students for a different approach. To adhere to the competition’s strict water usage regulations, students incorporated native plants, including four 35-year-old olive trees, that could withstand the intensity of the desert heat.

The current rendition of FutureHAUS grew from the successes of a previous generation of structures. The first FutureHAUS, unveiled room by room over five years in international trade shows, burned in a fire at the Environmental Systems Laboratory at the Prices Fork Research Complex in February 2017. One of FutureHAUS’ predecessors, LumenHAUS, won the international Solar Decathlon Competition in Madrid, Spain, in 2010 and is currently on display behind Cowgill Hall (see related story on page 58). For FutureHAUS Dubai, researchers merged the best features of both.

The team’s victory in Dubai not only validates their vision for the home of the future, but also their vision for a new way to tackle the housing needs of an increasingly crowded world with finite resources.

“We have always believed in this concept, but now the world believes in this concept as well,” said Laurie Booth, a fourth-year architecture student and a student team lead of FutureHAUS Dubai. “[The concepts proposed by FutureHAUS], now that we’ve built it, seem very real, seem very possible, which excites me the most: that maybe someday, thousands of people could live in a house like this.”

Traditionally, building a home requires an on-site construction process, which is subject to uncontrollable factors, such as weather. FutureHAUS, however, was built entirely in a lab as a separate but compatible “cartridge” that are equipped with the walls, floors, ceiling, wiring, plumbing, and finishes.

The all-in-one customizable cartridges can be shipped to a location and easily assembled with a plug-and-play approach.

“Our vision for this house will eventually be to create it on a mass production scale. Just like Henry Ford came and revolutionized the automobile industry by creating assembly lines and mass production techniques, we’re hoping that something similar can happen with this house,” said Rachel Carie ’18, an industrial and systems engineering graduate.

The efficiency of this modular, prefabricated building process paid off for the team during the Solar Decathlon. Virginia Tech was the first team to erect their structure, the first to connect their home to the communications networks, and the first to connect to the power grid on site. The team was one of seven teams awarded bonus points for completing all required inspections by the end of the two-week construction period.

If implemented, the cartridge method could also reap dividends for the homebuilding industry. Homes could be built in mass quantities for lower costs and with greater energy efficiency. Tradepeople like inspectors, electricians, and plumbers could work at a single location, converging disciplines constantly throughout the homebuilding process and yielding a better product.

That drive for innovation has led several companies, including such top sponsors as Dupont, Dominion Energy, and Kohler, to partner with Virginia Tech’s team, using the house as a test bed for future projects.

“The house reflects a tremendous amount of thought and work, all kinds of details and all kinds of innovations,” said David Christian ’76, former executive vice president and chief innovation officer of Dominion Energy and also a mechanical engineering alumnus who spent the last week of the competition with the team in Dubai.

Such involvement has cultivated relationships that are beneficial to industry partners and Virginia Tech.

Although the competition took place more than 7,000 miles away, Alumna Katherine Lelia Hall has learned that no matter how far from Blacksburg she travels, she’s never far from a fellow Hokie.

That sense of global community was reaffirmed at the first Hokies in the Middle East alumni networking event in Dubai. An initiative of the Language and Culture Institute, with support from Alumni Relations and the College of Architecture and Urban Studies, the event brought together more than 85 alumni, students, and supporters.

In addition to connecting with fellow Hokies, alumni got an inside look at FutureHAUS. “We were as proud of the FutureHAUS team as if we ourselves were beside them as they developed the house,” said Hall, who earned a master’s degree in English in 1998 and a doctorate in curriculum and instruction in 2001 and now teaches at Khalifa University in Abu Dhabi.

With the competition behind them, the team has high hopes for what lies ahead. They’ve already begun researching methods to scale up production, and a new team of industrial and systems engineering students is exploring a facility concept for manufacturing the houses.

For the immediate future though, members say they’re happy to spend a little time reflecting on what they were able to accomplish together.
“SERVING ON THE BOARD OF VISITORS GAVE ME HUGE INSIGHT INTO VIRGINIA TECH AND WHAT IT CAN DO NOT ONLY FOR THE REGION, BUT FOR THE STATE AND FOR THE WORLD. THERE ARE SO MANY THINGS THAT ARE IMPRESSIVE ABOUT VIRGINIA TECH, BUT MOST IMPRESSIVE OF ALL ARE THE STUDENTS. THERE IS JUST A SENSE OF DEDICATION AT VIRGINIA TECH THAT’S UNLIKE ANY UNIVERSITY I’VE EVER SEEN. YOU KNOW, THE MOTTO OF UT PROSIM IS SOMETHING THAT IS INSTILLED IN EVERY STUDENT AT VIRGINIA TECH. EVERY GRADUATE IS RIGHTFULLY PROUD OF VIRGINIA TECH—THEY DON’T KEEP IT A SECRET. THEIR ENTHUSIASM IS CONTAGIOUS AND JUST A WONDERFUL THING TO HAVE.”

Heywood Fralin
Heywood Fralin wanted to do something different. His older brothers had enrolled at Virginia Tech, so the younger Fralin chose the University of Virginia, a decision that would fuel sibling and sports rivalries for many years.

Hokie culture, however, was woven deep into Fralin's family life, so when Virginia Tech first asked him to serve in early 1993, he did not hesitate.

Older brother Horace Fralin '48, a longtime Hokie and successful leader in education and philanthropy, had died recently from cancer. A new member of the Virginia Tech Board of Visitors, Horace Fralin had attended only one meeting prior to his death.

Then-Virginia Tech President James D. McComas reached out to the younger brother, Heywood Fralin, with an unusual request. "Jim called me, and he said 'I have a crazy question for you,'" Fralin remembered. 25 years later. "He asked me if the governor were willing to appoint me to the Virginia Tech Board of Visitors for Horace's unexpired term, would I be willing to serve? I said, 'Jim, if you're crazy enough to ask, I'm crazy enough to serve.'"

That step was just the first in the Wahoo's relationship with the Hokie Nation—a journey that culminated on a frigid day in December 2018, as dozens of western Virginia leaders gathered to celebrate the largest philanthropic gift in Virginia Tech history.

Heywood Fralin and his wife, Cynthia, in concert with the Horace G. Fralin Charitable Trust, have committed $50 million to support biomedical research at the newly named Fralin Bio-medical Research Institute at Virginia Tech. The institute is an integral part of the growing Virginia Tech Carilion Academic Health Center based at the Virginia Tech Carilion Health Sciences and Technology Campus in Roanoke.

"This transformative gift raises the bar on what we can accomplish in biomedical research," said Virginia Tech President Tim Sands. "We are incredibly grateful, and we look forward to drawing on this tremendous support in order to make powerful discoveries that will improve lives."

"Thanks to Heywood Fralin and his family, we're much better positioned to recruit additional world-leading researchers to address biomedical problems of global scope," said Michael J. Friedlander, the executive director of the research institute and the vice president for health sciences and technology at Virginia Tech. The record-breaking commitment of support is in keeping with Fralin's lifetime legacy of service—to Virginia Tech, to his alma mater the University of Virginia, to the Roanoke Valley, to Virginia, and beyond.

Fralin is a Roanoke-born attorney, businessman, health care executive, and patron of the arts. He has served as a member of the Board of Visitors, not only for Virginia Tech, but also for the University of Virginia, and his advocacy and leadership have provided critical momentum for giant strides in bringing the Roanoke and New River valleys together. Ask him for his title, though, and it's clear which role comes first: "Husband." That answer speaks not just to his devotion to his wife, but to his family and to the Roanoke community, where he was born and grew up as the youngest of three brothers. His parents, Grover Gordon Fralin and Ollie Elizabeth Fralin, moved to the city from rural Franklin County in the 1920s. "My father only had a seventh-grade education, but he was an entrepreneur and was very interested in providing for his family," Fralin said. "He worked hard every day and began a building construction business. Meanwhile, our mother was very interested in her children, and thought the best way to promote our futures was to make sure that we were well-educated."

Fralin's firm work ethic became evident in the 1950s, when he landed his first job as a paperboy at age 13. His older brothers enrolled at Virginia Tech to pursue undergraduate degrees, eventually going on to enjoy successful careers. Wayne Fralin became a medical doctor, while Horace Fralin built a life around construction, health care, education, and philanthropy. (The Fralin Life Science Institute at Virginia Tech was named to honor Horace Fralin and his wife, Ann, and in 1992, he received the university's Ruffner Medal in recognition of notable and distinguished service to the university.) Despite his brothers' successes, Heywood Fralin chose a different path, attending the University of Virginia, where he earned a bachelor's degree. He continued his education at American University, earning a law degree and then going to work as a practicing attorney before entering the business world in 1993.

Fralin never drifted far from Virginia Tech, though, remaining connected to the university through his family's history, further fueled by brotherly feuding over sports. And when President McComas asked him to serve out his late brother's term on the Board of Visitors, Fralin's commitment to service demonstrated that he's a Hokie at heart, if not in experience. Those seven years on the Board of Visitors have informed his work ever since.

Fralin leveraged the experience when he later served on the Virginia Tech Board of Visitors.

"I kidded them by telling them that everything that I learned about board governance, I learned on the Virginia Tech Board of Visitors," Fralin said. "It was not always well received by some of my UVA colleagues, but it was a fun thing to say."

"UVA benefited tremendously from Heywood Fralin's time on the Virginia Tech Board of Visitors," said John Castine, former UVA president. "We've seen firsthand the effects of his energy and commitment to a mission. And his work with Virginia Tech is a great thing not just for Roanoke, but for Virginia as a whole."

Fralin is chairman of the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia, commonly known as SCHEV. He has chaired the Virginia Business Council and the Virginia Business Higher Education Council. He served as a member of the advisory board of Carter Immunology Center at the University of Virginia and on the Council on Virginia's Future. He also served as a member of the Governor's Commission on Higher Education Reform, Innovation, and Investment. He currently serves on the GO Virginia Board and the Virginia Research Investment Committee.

Fralin and his wife have agreed to bequeath their collection of works by American artists to the University of Virginia, which resulted in the naming of the Fralin Art Museum on its campus. He also serves as vice chair of Roanoke’s Taubman Museum of Art.

Heywood Fralin has become a central figure in the Roanoke Valley and one of its most outspoken advocates. "I consider Heywood Fralin a true, longtime leader in our community," said Roanoke Mayor Sherman Lea. "He's not a person who gets a lot of headlines, but he's intricately involved in the community, and it shows."

Fralin's vision for regional cooperation and investment in growing industries has undergirded Roanoke's economic transformation from a blue-collar railroad hub into a forward-looking, tech-savvy, outdoors mountain city.

"I grew up in Roanoke when Norfolk Southern was everything," Fralin said. "The idea that Norfolk Southern would ever leave Roanoke was unheard of. We all believed that Norfolk Southern would be here forever. But, as we all know, this economy has moved from an energy-based economy to a knowledge-based economy."

"Today, we are very reliant on two things: small start-up businesses, which I believe are going to be the future of the entire nation, and the health care enterprises that are being created in our area through Virginia Tech and Carilion. The evolution of the VTC School of Medicine and the research institute and the emergence of a VTC Academic Health Center to help discoveries come to market and be applied are going to be the future of our region," he said.

Now, through his generous financial commitment, Heywood Fralin is making a significant investment into his vision. The contribution builds on his personal and family history of service and philanthropy, which reaches across the state, touching on research, education, the arts, and economic development.

"I tend to think in terms not only of Roanoke, but Roanoke's involvement in the entire state," Fralin said. "I have chosen to be involved in both the state and in the locality. I just believe that it's the responsibility of everyone to give back to their community and state and to leave things better than they found them."

Heywood Fralin
LEAD ON.
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Justin Graves keeps the Ut Prosim pylon close to his heart, literally.

During a recent visit to campus, Graves ’12, MAED ’14 had the pylon’s exact geographic coordinates tattooed on his left side of his chest, just over his heart.

For Graves, the pylon bearing the university’s motto, Ut Prosim (That I May Serve), is an all-inclusive connection to his family’s military history, his personal drive to serve, and his experience finding his lifelong home in Blacksburg.

“Being a person of color, being a person with a disability, you know, at Tech I found so many different pockets of friends and so many people that were accepting of the person I was. My life growing up was not always that way. I was like, ‘Wow, this is a place that truly feels like home,’” Graves said.

Graves, who was diagnosed with a rare spinal inflammation as a child, credits his parents, Margo and Larry Graves, with helping him develop a spirit of persistence and positivity.

“They always were focused on not treating me any different than my other siblings,” Graves said. “That’s definitely a mindset I’ve carried with me throughout my life.”

During his time at Tech, Graves served as a Hokie Ambassador, which involved giving campus tours. He also worked at the Collegiate Times, a position that enabled him to interview top-level administrators as a news reporter and then as the public editor.
Today, Graves lives in Northern Virginia, where he works as a project manager for the Department of Homeland Security. To encourage others he founded HES-ON-WHEELS, promoting himself as a motivational speaker and blogger.

Although he now lives a few hundred miles away, staying active in the Virginia Tech and Blacksburg communities is important to Graves. He’s served on a number of boards, including the Multicultural Alumni Advisory Board and the YMCA at Virginia Tech Board of Directors, and he is currently a member of the Virginia Tech Alumni Association’s Board of Directors.

Graves’ passion for Virginia Tech has become somewhat legendary, but he admits that wasn’t always the case. In fact, he became a Hokie in part by accident.

While applying for early admission, he failed to read the fine print, so once accepted, his parents had to clear up his misunderstanding about Virginia Tech merely being an option.

“My parents clarified and explained, ‘No, if you get in here, you have to go.’ They were right,” Graves said. “But I wouldn’t change it for the world.”

A chance encounter at an ice cream social led Graves to pursue one of the roles for which he would become well-known on campus. There, Courtney Smith introduced him to the Hokie Ambassador program and addressed Graves’ concern that he may not be able to give a quality tour from his wheelchair.

“Having met me 10 minutes prior, she was like, ‘You really don’t seem like the type of person that would let that hold you back,’ and I thought about it, and I was like, ‘Damn, she’s right,’” Graves said.

Graves would go on to lead campus tours throughout his time as an undergraduate and as a graduate student. In one semester, he led 35 tours.

Graves said he hoped to demonstrate the opportunities underrepresented populations have at Virginia Tech to those who might believe otherwise.

“I was always thinking … hopefully an interaction with me, or just seeing me, could change their perspective and help them see that Blacksburg is a community where anyone can thrive,” Graves said.

A highlight of his senior year, Graves was selected to represent the college newspaper on the Homecoming Court. To generate support across campus, Graver friend Jamie Chung suggested the slogan, “Justin Graves: He’s on wheels.”

Although Graves finished as the runner-up, the motto has evolved into a personal brand to promote his work as a motivational speaker and to help him advance his goal of meeting one new person each day.

This year, there have been three days during which he hasn’t met a new person, which pushed his total of days missed since 2008 to about a dozen.

An extrovert to his core, Graves aims to inspire others to step out of their comfort zones and hopes that the effort might result in a world that more closely resembles the community he experienced during college.
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Alumni, we want to hear what you’ve been doing. Mail career, wedding, birth, and death news to Class Notes, Virginia Tech Alumni Association, Holtzman Alumni Center, 901 Prices Fork Rd., Blacksburg, VA 24061; email the information to classnotes@vt.edu; or submit the news online at vtmag.vt.edu/submit-classnote.php, where photos may also be uploaded for consideration.

For assistance, call 540-231-6285.

A TIMELESS TRADITION

Members of Virginia Tech’s Old Guard Society of Golden Alumni are among the university’s most respected and revered Hokies. The group was established in 1967, and each fall, alumni of the class who graduated 50 years earlier are inducted into the Old Guard.

In the spring, new and returning Old Guard members visit campus for their reunion. This year they will gather May 22-24 and welcome the newest members of the group: the Class of 1968.

During the 2019 reunion, Old Guard members will be invited to tour campus, gather for class dinners, learn about campus developments in Blacksburg, Roanoke, and Northern Virginia, and hear an update on Virginia Tech athletics.

Learn more: alumni.vt.edu/oldguard
LAST FALL, WILL TURNER '80 RAN through Blacksburg on his way toward setting a Guinness World Record.

"In retrospect, it was really important because it was so fun to be here in Blacksburg and on campus," said Turner the morning after he completed his New River Valley-based Ironman. "It just brings back a flow of good memories, and just the energy you see on campus with the students, it’s just fun to be here."

The race was the 49th out of 61 Ironman races Turner completed during his 60th year of life—he turned 61 on Jan. 7—breaking the previous world record of 44 completed races in a year.

"I do this because it’s hard," Turner said. "It pushes me, and it challenges me because you’re always having to battle yourself and push through whatever obstacles you’ve got."

Turner, who completed his first marathon in 2009, said the idea for the year of endurance started about three-and-a-half years ago.

"I originally thought I would do six (Ironman races) when I turned 60, but someone mentioned someone else who had done that, and it kind of deflated my bubble a little bit," he said. "I started mulling it over in my head and for some reason, decided 60 at 60 has a nice ring to it."

The goal has taken Turner across the country and back more than once, and while he said his body has held up surprisingly well, each race comes with its own unique test of his physical and mental will.

"You get to that point of inflection where you just want to stop and every cell in your body is wanting to slow down … and you have a choice, either stop, slow down, or push through it," Turner said. "I call that the sweet spot. In the moment it’s not sweet at all. In the moment you’re full of pain, but afterwards, if you push through it, you learn a lot about yourself." — TW

61
Number of races

5
Pairs of running shoes

11,000 calories burned per race

140.6
Total distance of each race (2.4 miles swimming, 112 miles cycling, and 26.2 miles running)

92°F
Hottest weather competed (Oregon) with radiant heat of about 106°F

38°F
Coldest weather competed (Virginia)

8
bike tires

"I DO THIS BECAUSE IT’S HARD, IT PUSHES ME, AND IT CHALLENGES ME BECAUSE YOU’RE ALWAYS HAVING TO BATTLE YOURSELF AND PUSH THROUGH WHATEVER OBSTACLES YOU’VE GOT."

Will Turner '80

BY THE NUMBERS

I do this because it’s hard, it pushes me, and it challenges me because you’re always having to battle yourself and push through whatever obstacles you’ve got."
Hokie in L.A. March 19

Virginia Tech Denim Day 40th Anniversary Commemoration April 2-6

Old Guard Society of Golden Alumni Reunion May 22-24

Reunion Weekend 2019 June 6-9

Beer Festival at Virginia Tech June 22

Women in Business Sept. 19

For more information, including a complete listing of events, visit alumni.vt.edu/events.

SAVE THE DATES
A GROUP OF HOKIES IN MCLEAN, Virginia, has helped Virginia Tech record an important first—the university’s inaugural corporate alumni chapter. Launched just two years ago with a modest kickoff and 75 members, the Freddie Mac Chapter of the Virginia Tech Alumni Association has grown to 200 members. “We’re still trying to find everyone,” said Russell McDuff, ’06, a co-chair who works in investments and capital markets at the company.

Traditional alumni chapters are organized based on geography. Alumni in a region organize to socialize and serve their local communities. A chapter based not on that works especially well in Northern Virginia (Freddie Mac in particular), where people are commuting from different areas.

Marvin Boyd ’00, who works in information technology at Freddie Mac and has served previously as president of the National Capital Region Chapter, said the corporate chapter structure makes it easier for Hokies to connect. “Hokies are spread across multiple buildings,” he said. “Our chapter creates a stronger, more welcoming community for a diverse organization for all employees.”

McDuff said the chapter’s outreach has grown along with its numbers. The group has planned a session to provide guidance on the college admissions process, held a corporate-wide volleyball tournament and a Habitat for Humanity build, and participated in take-your-child-to-work day.

The chapter’s most recent event, a panel discussion on leadership featuring Freddie Mac executives who are also Virginia Tech alumni, was held in November, drew 100 participants, and was livestreamed to dozens more across Freddie Mac’s regional offices.

The event took place just hours before the university officially announced transformative news: the creation of the Virginia Tech Innovation Campus and with it a $5 billion investment. According to Boyd, the announcement sparked a buzz of energy and curiosity.

“Hokies (and non-Hokies) were proud that Virginia Tech played such a major role in bringing Amazon to Virginia,” Boyd said.

With a successful partnership between Virginia Tech and Freddie Mac, Boyd and his colleagues are looking for ways to build on their success. Boyd would like to see other corporate chapters formed and hopes that will lead to further relationships between the companies.

Even though the Freddie Mac Chapter is the first, it won’t be the last. Annie McCullum is the director of communications for alumni relations.

Christina Todd ’09 is a vice president and financial advisor at Cary Street Partners in Richmond, Virginia. She has been in the financial services industry for more than eight years.

Todd, pictured above with Robert Sumichrast, dean of the Pamplin College of Business, also serves as president of the Pamplin Recent Alumni Board. In 2018, Todd received the Virginia Tech Outstanding Recent Alumnus Award, which recognizes leadership, community service, and occupational achievement. In 2017, she received one of the college’s Rising Alumni Awards, created by the Pamplin Society to honor outstanding alumni.

For more about Todd, go to magazine.pamplin.vt.edu/issues/fall-2018/christina-todd-giving-back-to-ensure-student-success.
ROOTED IN SERVICE

GARDENS BRING LIFE TO ANY landscape, gifting sights and smells to communities. Yet it wasn’t good enough for Thomas Schneider ’05, who uses gardens to grow food and cultivate green-collar job opportunities for underserved communities in Washington, D.C. Schneider used his experiences in the fish and wildlife conservation program at Virginia Tech to create a business model focused on environmental, economic, and social investment in the D.C. metro area. His nonprofit, RoofTop Roots, uses all facets of the built environment, from commercial rooftops to backyards, to design, maintain, and install edible and conservation landscapes. In 2011, five years after graduating from Virginia Tech and in the midst of his career as a government contractor with the Environmental Protection Agency, Schneider had a moment of entrepreneurial insight. He had gathered friends on top of a D.C. apartment, where they were enjoying a Washington Nationals baseball game just a few buildings away from the stadium. Looking down upon the city, Schneider noticed the office complexes and their barren rooftops. That’s when an idea took root.

“I thought, ‘Wow, that’d be cool if we could grow some vegetables on there,’ ” Schneider said. “Then I got this idea—if we could actually grow vegetables for a food bank, maybe an office building would support that.”

Schneider founded the nonprofit soon after and began partnering with businesses and homeowners to bring life to barren urban landscapes. RoofTop Roots builds and maintains the gardens, then harvests the produce. However, the focus isn’t simply corporate and residential clients—the community also benefits.

“My goal has been to grow food locally, create jobs for the unemployed, and create more green spaces,” said Schneider. “Earlier this year, I took the plunge and left my government contracting job to focus full-time on RoofTop Roots, and ever since, our growth has been pretty crazy. We started our workforce development program for individual residents from the community who face barriers to employment, and began teaching them how to build and maintain edible and conservation landscapes. I’m excited that we are now beginning to hit our stride and are implementing the model it was conceived. The future is bright!”

RoofTop Roots has been improving the economy, appearance, and environmental quality of the D.C. area in line with the university motto of Ut Prosim (That I May Serve).

“My time at Virginia Tech taught me that sustainable development is going to have to be sustainable in every addressing not only the environmental aspect, but also the social and economic considerations. D.C. is unique in its ‘Tale of Two Cities’ structure,” Schneider said. “There’s a lot of money up here, but how can we drive that to lower-income area? That is the dream now coming into fruition.”

Brendan Coffey, a junior majoring in communication, is an intern with Virginia Tech Magazine.

CULTIVATING COMMUNITY: Thomas Schneider (middle) works with residents living the D.C. metro area to grow vegetables and economies.
MASON SIMPSON IS A HISTORY BUFF

who doesn’t like to travel—unless it’s around the U.S. in his motorhome.

But what he described as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity prompted him recently to join a dozen other Hokies in Europe to follow in the footsteps of Easy Company, reliving pivotal moments that changed the trajectory of World War II.

“This was so important to me. It was something I couldn’t miss,” said Simpson ’69.

The trip, hosted by the Virginia Tech Alumni Association, followed the path of Easy Company’s journey from Normandy to the Eagle’s Nest, a Nazi outpost in Germany.

“You can’t experience what the young men who fought the war went through,” though the tour made the unimaginable a bit more real, Simpson said.

Simpson, 72, who was born a year after the war ended, describes himself as amateur historian with an interest in World War II geopolitics and considers Winston Churchill his favorite figure of the 20th century. He gained a new perspective from the trip as he visited a farmhouse that had been under Nazi occupation and stood beside American graves.

“It was hard for me,” he said, “to be there and to understand how our guys were getting massacred and then to begin to understand the sacrifices they made to ultimately triumph.”

Easy Company was part of the 506th Parachute Infantry Regiment, 101st Airborne. The group of men, many barely 20 years old, parachuted behind enemy lines on D-Day not knowing exactly where they would end up or what they would face. Their heroics were chronicled in the New York Times bestseller ‘Band of Brothers,’ by Stephen E. Ambrose, which was later made into an HBO miniseries.

Jim Stewart ’63 and his wife, Emy, also participated in the Normandy trip. After Emy Stewart survived cancer and brain surgery decades ago, the couple decided to take two to three large trips a year. They’ve traveled to Antarctica, Machu Picchu, Egypt, and most recently, Europe.

Stewart said he was often the first one out when the bus stopped at a site and the last to leave.

“I wanted to see everything and experience everything,” he said.

The 78-year-old ran from the water at Omaha Beach up the shore. “To see the distance they had to come to storm the beaches into heavily fortified firepower was just amazing,” Stewart said. “The opportunity to go see what these soldiers had gone through, just to physically witness the cliffs that the rangers had to climb in order to provide a way of attacking all the pillboxes and heavy artillery … .”

Stewart found himself and others climbing in and out of foxholes in the Ardennes Forest trying to imagine what it was like for so many young men who fought Nazis and ultimately brought an end to World War II. “They sacrificed their lives so family and loved ones back home could live in freedom,” he said.

“There is life after this life. I just hope they are as proud of us as we are of them. They were the heroes of the Greatest Generation.”

Annie McCallum is the director of communications for alumni relations.
LESSONS IN LEADERSHIP FROM EASY COMPANY

“One thing I wasn’t expecting on this trip was to learn so much about leadership. The lessons from Richard Davis “Dick” Winters are profound.

He had a brilliant military mind, but he also looked after his men—trying to keep them safe, together. He was selfless and human. He parachuted into Normandy on D-Day and would later be the commanding officer of Easy Company. Winters led the Brécourt Manor assault that destroyed a German battery despite the fact the Americans were outnumbered.

He cared for his men, and they all shared a devotion to one another. Easy Company was on the front lines much of the time. They helped each other day by day, moment by moment. That brotherhood between soldiers, built by Winters, is what made Easy Company successful.”

Brad Soucy, director of design and digital strategy in University Relations, served as a Virginia Tech host during the trip.

“IT WAS HARD FOR ME TO BE THERE AND TO UNDERSTAND HOW OUR GUYS WERE GETTING MASSACRED AND THEN TO BEGIN TO UNDERSTAND THE SACRIFICES THEY MADE TO ULTIMATELY TRIUMPH.”

Mason Simpson ’69
Research has been exploring the architecture and engineering of energy-positive housing for more than two decades. The center designed and constructed its first solar house in 2002 to compete in the Department of Energy’s inaugural Solar Decathlon competition in Washington, D.C.

The center’s third prototype, LumenHAUS, debuted as its first “smart home.” Although most energy-conscious houses sport a largely closed design to resist heat transfer, LumenHAUS was created with an open pavilion concept, linking the house’s occupants to each other and to nature outside. The north and south walls were all glass, maximizing exposure to bright, natural daylight. An automated system of sliding layers filtered light in throughout the day.

In 2010, LumenHAUS won the inaugural Solar Decathlon Europe competition in Madrid, Spain, and the structure was awarded the 2012 American Institute of Architects Honor Award for Architecture. Over time, the center expanded its research to include smart home technologies and constructability.

In 2015, the center unveiled their kitchen of the future, followed by a bathroom and living room in 2016, and a bedroom and home office in 2017; together these living spaces form the FutureHAUS. In 2018, FutureHAUS Dubai won the Solar Decathlon Middle East in Dubai. (See related story on page 32.)
PARLAYING PICKLEBALL
HOW A PAMPLIN ALUMNUS PLANTED THE SEEDS OF HIS $33 MILLION COMPANY AT VIRGINIA TECH

“I had all this knowledge about technology and internet companies,” McAfee said. “I had always said that instead of investing in companies, it would be great to start my own.”

In 2010, McAfee looked at the changing retail landscape in America and realized the potential for selling through Amazon, which he calls “the mall of the internet.” Amazon’s fulfillment services meant that an entrepreneur could build a retail business while keeping overhead costs low. The next step was figuring out what to sell. Inspiration came from his parents, who lived in a Florida retirement community that McAfee describes as “basically the pickleball capital of the world.”

“Pickleball is this really fun game, like mini-tennis,” McAfee said. “You play it with what looks like a big pingpong paddle, with a whiffle-ball on a tennis court. It’s a co-ed sport, and it becomes very social. You get to talking, make friends, all these good things.”

His parents complained, however, that they couldn’t find pickleball equipment at local stores, only online. McAfee recognized the opportunity. “Here’s a rapidly growing niche product you can’t find at local stores,” McAfee said. And there weren’t that many products to sell, which allowed him to invest in a smaller inventory and still compete with bigger retailers.

McAfee launched his company in 2010 and rapidly expanded to incorporate other products. Today, the company that started out as Pickleball Direct and became Amify in 2017 employs around 50, has sold more than $100 million of products through Amazon, and has made the Inc. 500 list twice and the Inc. 5,000 list four times. Amify is headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia, with a satellite office in Las Vegas.

FOR A YOUNG ENTREPRENEUR WITH business on his mind, Virginia Tech was a great place to be in the ‘90s. Coming out of high school in Virginia Beach, Ethan McAfee considered Virginia Tech to be ahead of the game in technology. McAfee ’98, a double-major in finance and accounting information systems, was head of SEED’s technology sector, meaning that he chose what stocks to invest in the rapidly growing tech sector of the mid-90s. That put him in perfect position entering the job market at the height of the internet boom.

With an eye for spotting developing trends, McAfee turned his SEED experience into a job at investment firm T. Rowe Price, then became an early portfolio manager at the hedge fund Ramsey Asset Management, a career that introduced him to entrepreneurs from hundreds of companies, including Mark Cuban, Meg Whitman, and Jeff Bezos. After 11 years, McAfee decided to make a change.

FROM PLANES TO CARS, THERE’S NO STOPPING 25-YEAR-OLD ALUMNA Paige Kassalen.

One year after graduating from Virginia Tech, Kassalen ‘15 was the youngest member of the ground crew responsible for the takeoff and landing of the Solar Impulse, the first solar-powered plane to make a trip around the world. She was also the only American and one of two women involved.

It’s no surprise, then, that around 12 months after her journey with Solar Impulse, Kassalen made the Forbes Magazine “30 Under 30” list, which annually profiles 600 of what the magazine calls the “brightest young entrepreneurs, innovators, and game-changers.”

“That was a moment where your heart drops, and you’re just so confused about how you achieved this career goal that you didn’t know would actually be possible,” said Kassalen.

Kassalen hopes to soon pursue an MBA, start her own company, and give back to Virginia Tech however she can.

Employees at Amify, which was founded by Ethan McAfee (back row, fourth from left) in 2010.

Employees at Amify, which was founded by Ethan McAfee (back row, fourth from left) in 2010.
MARY MILLER ‘85 NEVER THOUGHT about gender differences growing up. The rules at home applied equally to her and her male and female siblings. This is why Miller, a College of Engineering alumna and director of the Regional Accelerator and Mentoring Program, often is surprised that some people do not expect to find women working in traditionally male-dominated fields.

“We cannot afford to not be inclusive,” said Miller, one of four panelists who represent various Virginia Tech colleges. More networking events are planned this year, with Women in STEM gatherings set for February in Richmond and Northern Virginia. Women in Business events will include gatherings in March in Northern Virginia; April in Charlotte, North Carolina; and September in New York. “The biggest thing is the encouragement through incredible alumnae who speak about supporting each other,” said Katie Lafon, director of alumni relations for the College of Science.

In the past year, the Virginia Tech College of Science, in partnership with the Alumni Relations office, has organized a series of Women in STEM networking events in Virginia and North Carolina. They are meant to encourage women to consider careers in science, technology, engineering, and math and to support females who already work in these fields. The events fall under a large umbrella of industry networking opportunities offered by Alumni Relations in partnership with colleges across the university. The events are held across the country and connect alums of different career stages and backgrounds.

For nearly 10 years, the Pamplin College of Business has hosted Women in Business events for professionals at all stages to network and discuss issues that women face in navigating business careers. These events draw alumni as well as current and prospective students, and they feature keynote speakers or alumni panelists who represent various Virginia Tech colleges.

The events feature keynote speakers or alumni panelists who represent various Virginia Tech colleges. More networking events are planned this year, with Women in STEM gatherings set for February in Richmond and Northern Virginia. Women in Business events will include gatherings in March in Northern Virginia; April in Charlotte, North Carolina; and September in New York. “The biggest thing is the encouragement through incredible alumnae who speak about supporting each other,” said Katie Lafon, director of alumni relations for the College of Science.

In the days and weeks that have followed, the excitement expressed by our alumni has been amazing. What I have heard from countless Hokies across the nation and around the world echoes what I feel myself: pride in my alma mater, in the Virginia Tech leadership team, and in our alumni family.

We have always known what we are capable of—and now others around the world are getting a glimpse of that as well. Through the Innovation Campus, Virginia Tech will expand its footprint in the greater Washington, D.C., area to deliver on a promise to develop the leaders and innovators of the future. The plans for our new campus, which will be positioned just two miles from Amazon’s new headquarters in Arlington, contributed significantly to the success of Virginia Tech’s bid to attract the online retailer. Hokies are not new to Amazon; more than 60,000 Hokies who live in Northern Virginia are thrilled to see their university represented in the region in a new way.

It is gratifying to watch as our presence expands and we build something new from the ground up. The Innovation Campus will bring together a new community of Hokies and will serve as a valuable addition to our other sites in the geographic area. But, beyond the academic and leadership opportunities, the tremendous enthusiasm from you, our alumni, and your continuing interest in being a part of our future fuels my pride and renews my energy around our university; the generosity of the Fralin family in making the largest gift our university has ever received; and the etching of additional names on the Pylons honoring Hokie alumni lost in service to our nation. There was also the opening of the Moss Arts Center, the creation of the medical school, and watching the end of the 2012 Sugar Bowl versus Michigan—and yes, Danny Coale caught that ball!

As I reflect on those events and many others, I consider the Innovation Campus announcement in November 2018 among our milestone moments. In the days and weeks that have followed, the excitement expressed by our alumni has been amazing. What I have heard from countless Hokies across the nation and around the world echoes what I feel myself: pride in my alma mater, in the Virginia Tech leadership team, and in our alumni family.
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1 “Molly, VT Class of 2040, is already sporting maroon and orange and cheering on her Hokies.” — Melissa Trotman Hollinshead ’08, Chesterfield, Va., who along with Mark Hollinshead ’09, welcomed a daughter, Molly Jean, 7/3/18.

2 “In August, Hokie-in-training Winnie Wittelsberger took her first trip to the beach at Fenwick Island, Del.” — Stacey Rector Wittelsberger ’08, Baltimore, Md., who, along with Ray Wittelsberger ’08, welcomed a daughter, Windsor, 8/1/18.

3 “We had a Hokie wedding officiated by James Friend Dickerson ’94, in Albemarle County, Virginia.” — Shannon Fairley Harrison ’93, who married Robert Alexander Harrison III ’80.


5 “Fashion forward in her favorite colors, maroon and orange,” — Sharnnia Artis Trimble ’02, M.S. ’05, Ph.D. ’07, Irvine, Calif., who welcomed a daughter, Skylar Amari, 2/7/18.

6 “Sweet dreams of bowl games and March Madness.” — Erin Coe Fristoe ’01, Woodbridge, Va., who, along with John K. Fristoe ’01, welcomed a daughter, Keegan Colleen, 2/27/18.

7 “Brennan’s initials are BMW, so we’ve nicknamed him Beamer. He is always charming people with a big grin and a squeal.” — Stephanie Behling ’01, Frederick, Md., who welcomed a son, Brennan White, 6/12/18.

8 “Henry Hollar is enjoying his first visit to Virginia Tech.” — Bonnie Hamilton ’08, Richmond, Va., who, along with Quentin Penn-Hollar ’08, welcomed a son, Henry, 3/26/18.

9 “Beckett Grady arrived in April, just six days before his brother, Easton Carter, turned two.” — Mandi Hogan Green ’09, Hanover, Va., who, along with Ryan Green ’08, welcomed a son, Beckett Grady, 4/20/18.

10 “Molly, VT Class of 2040, is already sporting maroon and orange and cheering on her Hokies.” — Melissa Trotman Hollinshead ’08, Chesterfield, Va., who along with Mark Hollinshead ’09, welcomed a daughter, Molly Jean, 7/3/18.

11 “In August, Hokie-in-training Winnie Wittelsberger took her first trip to the beach at Fenwick Island, Del.” — Stacey Rector Wittelsberger ’08, Baltimore, Md., who, along with Ray Wittelsberger ’08, welcomed a daughter, Windsor, 8/1/18.

12 “We had a Hokie wedding officiated by James Friend Dickerson ’94, in Albemarle County, Virginia.” — Shannon Fairley Harrison ’93, who married Robert Alexander Harrison III ’80.


14 “Fashion forward in her favorite colors, maroon and orange,” — Sharnnia Artis Trimble ’02, M.S. ’05, Ph.D. ’07, Irvine, Calif., who welcomed a daughter, Skylar Amari, 2/7/18.
IN MEMORIAM

Listing includes notices shared with the university April 2 through Sept. 30, 2018.

Edith Price Sleep, Blacksburg, Va., 4/14/18.

Ernest L. Ford Jr., Silver Spring, Md., 7/14/18.


Burton L. Kelchke, Lakewood, Colo., 5/31/18.


John Robert Kautz, Glen Allen, Va., 3/19/18.

Charles Franklin Trent, Roanoke, Va., 5/17/18.


Robert Clason Jennings, Wytheville, Va., 5/21/18.

Troman L. Sayes, Ghost, Va., 6/14/18.

W. Lewis Matley, Englewood, Va., 5/19/18.

William Allen Thrasher, Smithfield, Va., 5/14/18.


Connie Luce Sellers, Roanoke, Va., 2/28/19.


Walter Harris Peggy Jr., Lancaster, Pa., 4/16/18.


Evelyn Patton Daniel, Glen Allen, Va., 5/16/18.

Robert E. Maury Jr., Blue Grass, Va., 4/14/18.


William "Ray" Logan, Virginia Beach, Va., 6/12/18.


Lawrence J. Klieber, North Chesfield, Va., 5/27/19.

Veronica C. Walton, Richmond, Va., 3/12/18.

Roger M. Bostrom, Sterling Heights, Mich., 8/1/16.


Robert James Tinder, Yorktown, Va., 5/17/18.

James Price Newbill, Manakin-Sabot, Va., 8/7/18.


Thomas W. Barham, Fairfax, Va., 5/13/18.


George Warren Swiff, Blackburn, Va., 5/16/18.

William Allen Jr., Atlanta, Ga., 6/18/18.

Ronald Beeler Whitehead, Penbrooke, Va., 6/18/18.

William D. Pollard, Pittsburgh, Pa., 5/12/18.

Melvin D. Wragstaff, El Paso, Texas, 5/19/18.

Glen S. Fowler, Bothell, Wash., 4/14/18.

John Linton Hainer, El Paso, Texas, 6/18/18.


Altamount Dickerson Jr., Ashland, Va., 6/14/18.


James Price Newbill, Stahk, Ga., 5/16/18.

John Bryan Hall Jr., Yorktown, Va., 7/25/18.

John Willacy Bunday, Rocky Mount, N.C., 6/18/18.


Richard C. Huddleston, Seaford, Va., 5/21/18.

Suzanne Clare Goedtel, Strasburg, Va., 5/22/18.

Donald L. Sage, Hexaco, Va., 4/21/18.

Ashley McCarly Foster Sr., Smyrna, Ga., 2/20/18.


Winfield Mann, Spring, Texas, 5/14/18.


Philip C. Halliday Jr., Richmond, Va., 5/15/18.

Donald A. Westfall, Beaver, W.Va., 6/18/18.

Maurice N. "Buddy" Early, Norfolk, Va., 7/19/18.

Roy M. Miller, Fairlawn, Va., 5/13/18.


David A. Bilton, Cheshue, Va., 5/3/16.

James S. Fowlie, Memphis, Tenn., 4/18/18.

Thomas N. Hall, Charles City, Va., 5/29/18.

Daniel W. Pruit, Blackstone, Va., 5/30/18.

John E. Minkie, Richmond, Va., 5/28/18.

Parks Alladon Dunon, Worthington, Ohio, 6/27/18.

Thomas P. Johnson Jr., Suffolk, Va., 6/22/18.


Buddy W. King, Mechanicsville, Va., 3/18/18.

Raymond Stanley Kirkham II, Richmond, Va., 6/17/18.


Ping-Fan Chen, Virginia Beach, Va., 7/25/18.


James Richard Fisher, Norfolk, Va., 2/18/18.

Bruce Wade Ani, Malibu, Calif., 3/18/18.


Oto Alexander Sanders, Newbury Park, Calif., 6/14/18.


James Gray Neale Jr., F完成
OBITUARIES

David Allen Fiske, superintendent of the Virginia Tech Shenandoah Valley Agricultural Research and Extension Center in Raphine, Virginia, died Nov. 16, 2018.

Professor Emeritus John F. Honser, honorary founding dean of the College of Natural Resources and Environment, died Sept. 13, 2018. Honser joined the Virginia Tech in 1961 as head of the newly established Department of Forestry and Wildlife, which was then part of the College of Agriculture.


Kelvin Howard Wildman, Homestead Falls, N.Y., 4/18/18.
Roger T. Stevens, Rio Rancho, N.M., 5/30/18.

Charles Arthur Ware Jr., South Boston, Va., 5/3/18.

Richard Patrick Stoule, Midlothian, Va., 6/1/18.
Mary Jo Shilling Shannon, Roanoke, Va., 4/2/18.

Bruce Conrad Scheppan, Las Vegas, Nev., 5/18/18.

Margaret Jones Davidson Irvin, Roanoke, Va., 6/17/18.

Arthur Lavern Wilson, Lexington, Va., 5/10/18.
William Nationwide Hayden, Fauquier, Va., 4/12/18.

Jill Gilt Loeburt, Matthews, N.C., 4/16/18.
John George Seiffert, Davidsonville, N.C., 5/21/18.

Michael Edward Brigham, Collinville, Texas, 5/20/18.
Roger Berry Shields, Marion, Va., 6/21/18.
Royal Earl Jonas III, Richmond, Va., 6/6/18.

Dorency L. Martin, Oakton, Va., 5/11/18.
Kathleen Marie Coleman, Blacksburg, Va., 6/7/18.
Susan Jackson Reid, Tampa, Fla., 5/11/18.

Rolen Costigan Rowland, Marion, Va., 5/24/18.
William W. Hurt, Narrows, Va., 5/14/18.

Jeffrey David Morris, Smithfield, Va., 5/18/18.

Amy K. Brubaker Owens, Quentin, Va., 6/18/18.
Lisa Ann Black Stirling, Virginia Beach, Va., 5/30/18.

Megan "Margie" Helen Dorett, Christiansburg, Va., 1/30/18.
Charles Lowwood Garnett, Bowling Green, Va., 6/18/18.

Dorris Phay Cooper Taylor, Alexandria, Va., 5/7/18.

Ryan Thomas Campbell, Martinsburg, W.Va., 5/15/18.

Alice Marbena Lobao-Nunes, Christiansburg, Va., 6/5/18.
Timothy J. Gauway, Haymarket, Va., 5/28/18.
Roger Allen Abshure, Palisades, Va., 5/15/18.

Mark D. Pischon, Blacksburg, Va., 5/30/18.
Michael Rand Bunker, Mechanicsburg, Pa., 8/17/18.

Spencer L. Joslin, Blacksburg, Va., 4/16/18.

Kelly D. Holzhauer, Stephens City, Va., 5/1/18.
Adam Thomas Wildrop, Roanoke, Va., 6/14/18.
Jeanne Esther Goodwin, Virginia Beach, Va., 6/14/18.
April Leigh Saul, Catawba, Va., 5/26/18.

It’s easy to update your contact information and email address at alumni.vt.edu. You can also email your updates to alumni.data@vt.edu. Make sure you include your full name and class year in the email.

Make sure the university has your up-to-date mailing and contact information. Use your Virginia Tech PID and password to view and make corrections to your mailing address, email address, and other information. You can inspect and update your alumni profile anytime, from anywhere.

Visit us online to read even more stories about your fellow Hokies, find links to events and campus activities, and stay up-to-date on university news.

VTMAG.VT.EDU
JUMP-START: Students gathered at the Duck Pond Amphitheater on Oct. 29, 2018, for the Homecoming Campfire Kickoff. Participants roasted marshmallows, met the candidates for Homecoming Court, and enjoyed a cappella music. The event was hosted by the Virginia Tech Homecoming Board, a select group of undergraduate students who help plan and oversee many of the Homecoming Week activities.
LAST YEAR MARKED THE 30-YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF MY GRADUATION FROM VIRGINIA TECH. JANUARY 2018 MARKED MY THIRD YEAR BACK ON CAMPUS, THIS TIME AS VIRGINIA TECH’S VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH AND INNOVATION AND PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING.

AS I LOOK BACK, I AM STRUCK BY VIRGINIA TECH’S TRANSFORMATIONAL GROWTH. WHEN I VISITED CAMPUS WITH MY HUSBAND AND TWIN SONS IN 2016, I HAD TROUBLE FINDING MY FRESHMAN RESIDENCE HALL AMONG THE STATE-OF-THE-ART RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTIONAL BUILDINGS THAT HAD BEEN CONSTRUCTED IN THE INTERIM. I AM SURE MANY OF YOU HAVE HAD SIMILAR EXPERIENCES DURING YOUR RETURN VISITS TO BLACKSBURG.

AMID THESE DRAMATIC CHANGES, I HAVE BEEN PLEASED THAT VIRGINIA TECH HAS REMAINED TRUE TO ITS RICH HISTORY AND CORE VALUES AS A LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITY, WHICH ARE BEST EXPRESSED BY OUR MOTTO, UT PROSIM, (THAT I MAY SERVE). AS A FIRST-GENERATION COLLEGE STUDENT FROM HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA TECH GAVE ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN FROM FACULTY WHO WERE WORLD-RENOWED LEADERS IN EDUCATION AND RESEARCH.

My mentors and colleagues at Virginia Tech and at my next two land-grants—Purdue and Penn State—also taught me the value of collaborating across boundaries, striving to make a difference and to be excellent, making the most out of every opportunity (expected and unexpected), and persevering in the face of challenges. These essential aspects of the land-grant spirit and culture characterize our exceptional faculty, staff, and students.

Public impact research, which has always been central to our mission, also attracts many of the best and brightest faculty and students from around the globe to Virginia Tech. Our long history of research leadership is evident. In 1989, we were among the first institutions in the nation to win funding for a National Science Foundation (NSF) Science and Technology Center (STC) in high-performance adhesives and composite materials. That center has been credited with breakthrough discoveries across a wide range of fields from optical devices to fuel cells.

Three years ago, we were named home to a multi-university Molecular Sciences Software Institute, one of only two major NSF-supported hubs for scientific software innovation to serve the worldwide community.

Ten years after the NSF STC, we were awarded a prestigious NSF Engineering Research Center (ERC) on Power Electronic Systems. This program pioneered a model for industry affiliation and technology commercialization that has been adopted by universities across the nation. Now, the center faculty and students collaborate with more than 80 industry partners to radically transform electronic systems-level technologies used to power everything from microprocessors to electric vehicles to cities.

In 2018, the Center for Gerontology celebrated its 40th anniversary, and the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute, which houses the second largest group of transportation safety researchers in the country.

Our university has recorded substantial growth over the past three decades. In 1988, Virginia Tech had nearly 1,500 instructional and research faculty, 18,400 undergraduate students, 2,900 graduate students, and $89 million in annual research expenditures. Since then, we have grown undergraduate enrollment by 50 percent, doubled our graduate students, and increased annual research expenditures to $523 million. Impressively, more than half of our undergraduate participation in experiential learning and research each year. In 1998, we published 1,500 scholarly articles, compared to more than 4,700 today. Yet through all these changes, we have remained true to our commitment as a comprehensive land-grant university.

Today, Virginia Tech is involved with leading research across engineering, business, arts, design, agriculture, life and environmental sciences, veterinary medicine, biomedical, and health sciences. And that research is supported by nearly every federal agency. Our industry partnerships are among the strongest in the nation. Our research institutes bridge disciplinary and organizational boundaries to support studies that matter. Very few universities have made the investments or formed the partnerships that Virginia Tech has, and the results speak for themselves. Our junior faculty received 15 prestigious NSF Faculty Early CAREER awards in 2018, bringing our total to 39 active faculty. We are home to award-winning creative works, performing arts, and humanities research. In fact, from April 5-7 at the National Museum of American History, the AC/Collector Festival will feature some of these creative installations and performances. If you are in the area, I hope you will join us for this special event.

In 2018 we celebrated the 40th anniversary for our Center for Gerontology. This hallmark center fosters multidisciplinary research to enhance quality of life for older adults, addressing a nationwide challenge. Last year marked 30 years of transportation innovation at the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute, which houses
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Virginia Tech is home for the curious, the bold, the insatiable. A thirst for knowledge propels us, a call for service unites us. Research. Discovery. Impact. That’s our role. Discover yours... vt.edu